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Abstract 
A 7-cluster in A7 is defined to be a 7-subset H= {~1,~2 ..... ~7} of AT such that ~,-i~, is of 
order 6 for all i C j; a normalized 7-cluster is one which contains the identity. Under the action 
by conjugation of AT, normalized 7-clusters fall into two orbits 6, ( ' ,  each of length 105, and 
a simple recipe is given for their construction. 
A linear section of GL(n,q) is a linear subspace S of End(n,q) such that every nonzero 
element of S lies in GL(n,q). It is shown, for normalized clusters H belonging to one, but not 
both, of the orbits 6', C t, that if T maps An isomorphically onto GL(4, 2) then the 7 elements of 
T(H) are the nonzero elements of a maximal 3-dimensional linear section of GL(4,2). @ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Clusters in A 7 
In a recent investigation, see [1,2], a complete classification was given of the maxi-- 
real normalized linear sections of GL(4,2). (See Section 2 for definitions, and Table 3, 
of the Appendix, for a summary of the chief results of [2].) One type of maximal 
normalized linear section (see class J//3 of Table 3) is a 3-dimensional one, lying 
inside a A7 subgroup of GL(4,2); the motivation for the present work is to seek 
a clearer understanding of this class ,///3. The present paper consists of three parts. 
In this first section we describe some purely combinatorial properties of the alternat-- 
ing group A 7 which may possibly be of some independent interest. The second part, 
Section 2, contains some general considerations concerning linear sections of general 
linear groups. Finally, in Section 3, the A7 properties described in Section 1 arc used 
to give a simple construction of linear Sections of GL(4, 2) belonging to the class .//3. 
and to illuminate their properties. 
The combinatorial properties of A7 which we need are those related to the notion of 
a 7-cluster inside A7: 
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Definition 1.1. A 7-cluster is a subset /7 = {~l, ¢2 . . . . .  ~7} of A7 which satisfies 
(~i) 1~i is of  order 6 for all iC jE{1 ,2  . . . . .  7}. (1.1) 
Since (~7~ip)-l(cr~jp)=p I (~i)- I~jp, if HCA 7 is a 7-cluster then so is aHp for 
any a,p E A7. So we may as well restrict our attention to normalized 7-clusters, for 
which ¢i = Id for some i. I f /7  is a normalized 7-cluster then so is its conjugate a l ia  1 
by any a E A7, and consequently we wish to classify all normalized 7-clusters up to 
conjugacy. For a normalized 7-cluster H the six elements ¢ Id are all of order 6. Note 
that elements of A 7 of order 6 form a single class (of length 210) with representative 
(123)(45)(67). Since we will not deal in this note with any other kind of cluster, we 
will often refer to a 7-cluster simply as a cluster. 
I f /7  is a normalized cluster then, for ~ E H, the subset ~- l/7 will be termed a left 
mutant of /7,  and/7~ I will be termed a right mutant of /7.  Note that all the mutants 
of a normalized cluster are themselves normalized clusters; also a left mutant of a left 
mutant of H is a left mutant of /7 ,  and similarly, mutatis mutandis, for right mutants. 
Each normalized cluster H determines a family 
(]51efi(U) = { ~-1//" ~/7}  (1.2) 
of left mutants o f /7 ,  and also a family 
~right(/7)={//¢ 1; ¢E/7} (1.3) 
of right mutants o f / / .  These families are in fact democracies, since one easily sees 
that, for any ~ E/7, we have ~ble~t(~-1/7) = ~lefl(/7), and ~right(H~ - I ) = ~right(H). 
We make use of some well-known facts concerning 2-(7,3,1) designs (PG(2,2)'s, 
STS(7)'s) based on the point-set {1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7}. Under the action of the symmetric 
group $7 such designs form a single orbit, with representative the design 90 whose 
blocks (lines) are the triples 
~0: 124,235,346,457,561,672,713. (1.4) 
Since Aut 90 ~ GL(3,2), the orbit is of  length 7!/168 = 30. Under the action of the 
subgroup A 7 the ST-orbit splits into two A7-0rbits of length 15, say #~, represented by 
~0, and #~, represented by ~ = r~o for any choice of r E Sv \A7. Two designs lying 
on the same A7-orbit share precisely one triple, while if on different A7-orbits either 
they share three triples, necessarily of the form 
ijk, ilm, inr for some permutation ijklmnr of 1234567, (1.5) 
or they are disjoint. Observe that the three triples (1.5) are shared by precisely two 
designs, namely the designs C~l, c~ I whose blocks are 
~i: ijk, ilm, inr, jlr, jmn, kln, kmr, 
~i: ijk, ilm, inr, jln, jmr, klr, kmn. (1.6) 
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Note that -:1:-'i = (nr)@l, and so ~1, 5-,<i ndeed lie on different AT-orbits. If ijklmnr is 
any even permutation of  1234567 then in fact .~/i E t2 and ,<~[ ~ (2:. 
To each @ E Q t2 f2' we now associate the 42 (distinct) elements gi/(~), i ~,/ ~ { 1,2, 
3,4,5,6,7}, of A7 of order 6 defined by 
~ii(~) (i jk)(ln)(mr), ( iC j ) ,  (1.7) 
where k is such that ijk is a triple of the design ~,  and where kln and kmr arc the 
other two triples of  ~ which contain k. Acting by conjugation, the group Aut ~1 is 
transitive on the 42 elements (1.7), with point-stabilizer :" (Z,) z. Observe that 
If we also define ~:i(,:J.)=Id, for each i, then we can associate with each ' /~  QI j  ~2' 
a 7 x 7 array 
~-(~ )= (~ii(~))i, ic{ 1,2,3,4.5,6.v }, ( 1.9 ) 
whose diagonal elements are all equal to Id and whose off-diagonal elements are the 
42 permutations of Eq. (1.7), each of order 6. 
Lemma 1.2. For all i,j, k E {1,2,3,4,5,6,7} 
~,,(~ )~/a-( :-,e' ) = ~ik (~).  (1.10) 
Proof. The result holds trivially if i:=j or i f j - k .  It holds also in the case i - k ,  see 
Eq. (1.8). In the case where ijk is a triple of the design, the result holds by virtue of 
( ijk )( In )(mr )(jki )( lm )(nr ) = (ikj)( lr )(mn ), 
and in the remaining cases, where i , j ,k are distinct but ijk is not a triple, it holds by 
virtue of 
(~,i l)(km)(nr)(jkr)(im)(ln)=(ikn)(jm)(lr).  L5 
We denote by / / : (~)  the subset of A~ consisting of the 7 permutations lying in the 
ith row of the array E(~) :  
Hi(.~) = {~,./(~): j E  {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}}. (1.11) 
Now it follows from Eqs. (1.8) and (1.10) that 
and hence that 
~:i(~) 'n i (~) -  g . (~) .  {I.12) 
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Consequently each row Hi(9)  of the array ~(9)  is a cluster, and moreover the 7 rows 
of ~(9)  comprise a family 
~left (9 )  = {/-/1 (9 )  . . . . .  F/7 (9)} (1.13) 
of 7 (distinct) left mutants. Since a~ij(9)a 1= ~i~j(ag),  we have 
aF l i (9 )a  - l  = Ha i (ag) ,  a cA  7. (1.14) 
Consequently, under the action by conjugacy of AT, the normalized clusters I I i(9), 
with 9E l2  and iE{1,2,3,4,5,6,7}, form a single orbit C of length 15x7=105.  
If  instead 9 ranges over the 15 designs E f2 I, we obtain another orbit C I of normalized 
clusters, also of length 105. Letting ijklmnr be any even permutation of 1234567 then, 
see Eq. (1.6) et seq., clusters of the orbit 6 ~ are of the form 
H = {Id, (ijk)(rm)(ln), (ikj)(rl)(mn), (ilm)(jn)(rk), 
(iml)(jr)(kn), (irn)(jm)(kl), (inr)(jl)(km)} (1.15) 
and clusters of the orbit (2' are of the form 
H' = { Id, ( ijk )(nm )( lr ), ( ikj )(nl )(mr ), ( i lm )( jr )(nk ), 
(iml)(jn)(kr), (inr)(jm)(kl), (irn)(jl)(km)}. (1.16) 
Observe, incidentally, that the cubes of the non-identity elements of a cluster I I i (9) 
are a set of six involutions EA7, each of which fixes the symbol i. 
Consider instead the subset F/ I (9)  of A 7 consisting of the 7 permutations lying in 
the ith column of the array ,'~(9): 
/ / [ (9 )  = {~./i(9): j E {1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7}}. (1.17) 
By Eq. (1.8) the elements of HI(9)  are the inverses of those of Hi(9):  F1[(9)=IIi  
(9 )  - l .  Consequently each column H[ (9 )  of the array ~(9)  is also a normalized 
cluster, and moreover the 7 columns of ~(9)  comprise a family 
~J-bright (9 )  = {Iltl (9 )  . . . . .  / /~(9)} ( 1. l 8) 
of 7 (distinct) right mutants. However, as the next lemma shows, the 30 x 7 = 210 nor- 
malized clusters H[ (9 )  obtained using the columns of the 30 arrays ~(9) ,  9 6 (2 U (2/, 
coincide with the previous 210 normalized clusters F/i(9 ) obtained using the rows. 
Lemma 1.3. Given 9 E 0 U E2', and i E { 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, let 9 i be that design which 
shares with 9 precisely those three triples of 9 which contain i. Then 
/ /~(9) = F/i(gi). (1.19) 
Proof. The result (1.19) follows from the fact that the property 
~ia(9) = ~bi(9 i) (1.20) 
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holds for any shared triple iab. To see that Eq. (1.20) holds we may take ~.~ = .~l and 
£~' =.~,  where ~1,~'1 are as in Eq. (1.6); then 
~, /( ~ ) = ( ijk )( ln )( mr ) = ( kij )( In )( mr ) = ~ki( S ), 
so that (1.20) indeed holds for the shared triple ijk. 
Lemma 1.4. Every normalized cluster in A7 is of the jorm lli( ~ ),~r some ~ ~ f2 U f2' 
and some i C {1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7}. (Equally, by the preceding lemma, eveo, cluster is qf 
the form Hf(~).)  
Proof (Outline). The lemma is a consequence of the following two readily proven 
facts. (1) If ~l = (i jk)(lm)(nr) and ~2 = ( i ' j 'k ')( l 'm')(n'r ' )  are such that ~11~2 is of 
order 6, then either (a) ( i ' f k ' )=( ik j ) ,  or else (b) the triple i ' f k '  shares precisely 
one symbol with the triple ijk. (2) Suppose that ( lb) holds, and let i " j "k"  be a 
triple which shares one symbol with ijk and one symbol with i ' fk ' ,  with the three 
pairwise shared symbols bein9 distinct; then it is impossible to choose I " ,m",n",r"  
in ¢3 - ( i " j "k" ) ( l "m") (n"r" )  such that both ~-1 g3 and ~;-1¢3 are of order 6. ' .  
Since ~ '  C f2' for ~ E f2, take note that the 210 clusters in A7 can also be arrived at 
by using only the 15 arrays E (~)  for which the design @ lies on the one orbit f2: the 
105 rows /7i(~) of these arrays constitute the orbit (~, and the 105 columns /Tf((/) 
constitute the orbit C ~:'. Note therefore that to each cluster /7 in A7 we may associate 
a unique centred desiyn (~, i) with the design ~ belonging to the orbit f2 and the 
centre i that symbol which is fixed by each ~3, ~ E/7. Similarly to each cluster /7 in 
A7 we may also associate a unique centred design (~ ' , i )  with 2 'C  O'. 
For purposes of comparison with Table 3, let us describe various subgroups of A7 
which are determined by a normalized cluster//  whose centred designs are (~, i )  and 
(Hi,i). First of all the group f#(/7) generated by the elements o f /7  is, by Eq. (1.15), 
the whole of AT. Secondly consider the subgroup 
,~icft(//)={0"EA7: 0"//0" I=~ 1/7, for some ~E/7}, (1.21) 
which stabilizes the family of left mutants of H, and the subgroup 
,~right(//)={0-CA7: 0"/70"1=//~ I, for some ~E/7} (1.22) 
which stabilizes the family of right mutants of/7.  It follows from Eqs. (1.13), (l.14) 
and (1.19) that 
~ieft(H) = Aut ~ ~ GL(3, 2), ,if right(H) = Aut 2i  ~ GL(3, 2). (1.23) 
Finally consider the normalizer Jg0(H)=N,47(H) of the cluster H, that is 
~i)(/7) = {a EA7: 0-//0--I = / /} .  (1.24) 
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It then also follows that ~,o(H) is that subgroup of Nfieft(//), equally of ~/t° r ight (H) ,  
which stabilizes the symbol i, and so 
Y~, o(H) = Aut cd N Aut ~i ~ $4. (1.25) 
Remark 1. For the cluster H = Hi(~l ), see Eqs. (1.6), (1.15), the subgroup 24%(H) 
$4 of Aut~@l which fixes the centre i is generated by the six involutions 
{ (rm)( In ), (rl)(ran ), (jn)(rk ), (jr)(kn), (jm)(kl ), (jl)(kin ) } 
obtained by cubing the elements of H. The subgroup J{0(H) contains also the three 
commuting involutions (lm)(nr),(jk)(nr),(jk)(lm); together with Id, these last form 
a normal subgroup ~ (Z2) 2 of J~%(H). (The 4 objects permuted by Jg~0(H) as $4 are 
the 4 triples of @~ not containing i.) 
We summarize the above results concerning normalized clusters as a theorem: 
Theorem 1.5. There are precisely 210 normalized 7-clusters in A7 and they form two 
A7 orbits C,C ~', each of length 105, consisting of clusters of the respective forms 
(1.15) and (1.16). The orbit 6 has a partition 
C = O ~left(~), (~}lefl(C~@) = {Hl (~)  . . . . .  H7(~)} (1.26) 
~EQ 
into 15 families 451eft(c~), ~ E f2, each comprising 7 left mutants, and also a partition 
~)= O ~J~right (~@') , ~l~right (~ ' ) = { ff/i (S@') . . . . .  H~(~')} (1.27) 
~'CQ'  
into 15 families (i~right(~t), ~=.@tC ~'~', each comprising 7 right mutants. (Here IIi(@) 
and H[(~) denote the ith row and ith column of the array ff(~), see Eqs. (1.11) and 
(1.17).) The corresponding partitions of the orbit C' are obtained by interchanging 
the roles of f2 and f2'. 
For any normalized cluster H the group N(H) generated by its elements is the 
whole o f  A7. Moreover 
-J{ieft(H) ~ GL(3, 2) ~ ~ight(H), ~0(H)  ~$4, (1.28) 
where the subgroups .)f]~left, ~/'right are as in Eqs. (1.21),(1.22) and ~o(H) is the 
normalizer in A7 q[ the cluster H. [] 
2. Linear sections of linear groups 
2.1. Introduction 
For V = V(n, ~), by a linear section of GL(V)=GL(n,  ~)  we mean a vector sub- 
space 5 P of the n2-dimensional vector space End(V)=End(n,~)  over the field 
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which is contained in GL(V)U {0}. In the case of  the real field }q= N, the maximal 
dimension m of a linear section of GL(n, t~) is known for all values of n. See e.g. [3, 
after Theorem 13.68]. Of course m 1 when n is odd, since det(A + ZB)=0 then 
always has a real root. A few sample values are: 
n -  4 5 6 7 8 10 16 24 32 40 60 64 126 128 130 2048 ... 
m= 4 1 2 1 8 2 9 8 10 8 4 12 2 16 2 24 ... 
While the proof of maximality is very tough, the attainment of these maximal values 
of  m is easily achieved, granted a knowledge of the table of real Clifford algebras, 
cf. [3, Table 13.26]. For example, consider the real Clifford algebra Cl(O,d) gener- 
ated by pairwise anticommuting elements eK . . . . .  e,: satisfying (e , )2=-1 .  If; in a real 
n-dimensional representation f the algebra, ei is represented by Ei C GL(n, ~), consider 
the (d + 1)-dimensional subspace .9" of End(n,[R) spanned by 1, El .. . . .  E,:. Since 
( , , , , :  \ ( i-,, \ /i=J \ 
it follows that .</" is a (d+ 1)-dimensional linear section of GL(n, [~). Since, in the case 
d = 3, the algebra CI(O, 3) possesses a 4-dimensional real representation, it follows that 
GL(4, ~) possesses a 4-dimensional linear section. Using the direct sum of 15 copies 
of  this representation, it therefore follows that GL(60,~) possesses a 4-dimensional 
linear section; as in the sample values given above, the value m =4 is in fact the 
maximum possible in dimension n = 60. 
Finite geometers are not always aware of the fact that the table of  real Clifford 
algebras can be given a finite geometry derivation! This comes about as follows. A fixed 
choice of  orthonormal basis in a real d( r+s)-dimensional space R(r,s) equipped with 
O(r,s) geometry generates, under multiplication in the universal Clifford algebra CI(/', x) 
of R(r,s), a finite group G(r,s), called the Dirac group. The group G(r.s) has order 
2 ':-~ and its quotient by {4-1}, being an elementary abelian 2-group, can be viewed 
additively as a vector space V(d, 2) of dimension d over the field GF(2). Moreover 
the space V(d, 2) comes along equipped with a quadratic form Q. The structure of the 
Clifford algebra Cl(r,s) can now be derived from the finite geometry of(V(d,  2), Q). 
(See [4,5] for full details.) In particular, in the cases when r+ s=d=2k is even, 
the fact that a non-degenerate quadratic form Q is of one of two types, hyperbolic or 
elliptic, leads to a proof that the algebra Cl(r,s) is of one of two kinds: 
{Mat~(~)  if r - s~0.2(mod8) ,  
Cl(r,s)~ - (2.1) 
Mat2~ ~(N) if r -  s 4 ,6 (mod8) .  
Observe that the size of  the matrices in (2.l) increases exponentially with increasing 
d. This leads to the fact that, in the case of  GL(n,~),  the ratio m/n tends to 0 with 
increasing n. (Using the periodicity properties of real Clifford algebras, a local max- 
imum value 8k + 2" of m occur when n is of the form 24/'÷",r C {0, 1,2, 3}; at these 
local maxima for m, the ratio m/n thus behaves roughly as 2n I log2 n.) In contrast. 
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see Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 below, we always have m = n in the case of GL(n, O~) where 
is any finite field. 
2.2. Linear sections of GL(n,q) 
Consider now the case V(n, q) of a vector space V of  dimension ( > 1 ) over the fi- 
nite field ~ = GF(q). So we seek subspaces 5~ C End(V)=End(n,q)  with the property 
that every nonzero element of  5 ~ is invertible, that is lies in the group G=GL(n,q).  
Now G is a G×G space, with (A ,B)EG×G acting onXEG byX~-+AXB 1. I fa  
set 5 P of  linear maps is a linear section of  G, then so is the left- and right-translated 
set AS~B-I( = {AXB-I: X E 5a}) for any A,B E G. Consequently it seems natural to 
seek a classification of  linear sections up to equivalence, where two linear sections are 
defined to be equivalent if and only if they lie on the same (G x G)-orbit under the 
action X H AXB- I. 
A r-dimensional normalized linear section of  GL(n,q), abbreviated NLSr(n,q), is a 
linear section 5 ~ which contains the identity I E G =GL(n,q) .  Since any G x G orbit 
of  linear sections (other than {0}) contains at least one normalized section, from now 
on we usually restrict our attention just to these. I f  5 e is a NLSr(n, q), then so are 
X -  15p and 5PX- J, for each element X ~ 0 of  5 ~, and we refer to such sections X -  15p 
and 5PX -1, X E 5P\{0}, as, respectively, left and right mutants of 5C Note that a left 
mutant of  a left mutant of  5 p is a left mutant of  5 p, and similarly, mutatis mutandis, 
for right mutants. Also the right mutant 5PX 1 =X(X-15e)X- I  is conjugate to the left 
mutant X -15  p (and so we usually confine our dealings to left mutants). The problem 
of classifying all linear sections up to equivalence under the action of G × G is thus 
seen to reduce to that of  classifying normalized linear sections under the following 
notion of  equivalence. 
Definition 2.1. Two normalized linear sections 6 P, • '  are equivalent whenever 5 e~ is 
conjugate to some left mutant of  ~ ,  that is whenever 
A6"~A -I =X-15  '~ for some X E Y \{0}  and some A E GL(n,q). (2.2) 
We now give three elementary lemmas which hold for general (n,q). We use 
-< XI,X2 ... .  ~- to denotes the linear span of elements X1,X2,... over the agreed field, 
in this case GF(q). 
Lemma 2.2. For A E GL(V), V= V(n,q), the subspace ~LA ~- of End(V) is a 
NLS2(n, q) if and only if the collineation A induced by A on the projective space 
PV  = PG(n - 1,q) is fixed-point-free. 
Lemma 2.3. For any linear section 5 ~ of GL(n,q), dim SP~<n. 
Proof. Let HcV(n ,q)  be a subspace of V of  dimension n -  1. Then WH={AE 
End(V): Im A C_H} is a subspace of End(V) which is isomorphic to L(V,H), and 
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hence of dimension n(n - 1). The rank of every element of  WH is at most n -- 1, and 
so WH N ,9 ~ = {0}. It follows that dim ,W is at most dim End(V) -  n(n-  1)= n. f 
In contrast o the real case, for any finite field GF(q) the bound n can always be 
achieved, as in the next lemma, which uses the fact that GL(n,q) always contains 
Singer subgroups ~ Zq,,_ 1. 
Lemma 2.4. For any prime power q, the group GL(n,q), n> 1, possesses a normal- 
ized linear section 5T of dimension  ~f the ,form 
,~ = -< LA,A 2 . . . . .  A "-I ~, (2.3) 
where A is an element of GL(n,q) of order q" -  1. 
Naturally we are especially concerned with the classification of  those NLS,.(n,q)'s 
which are maximal, that is those linear sections which are not proper subspaces of a 
higher-dimensional section. However, in general, not all maximal sections are of  Singer 
type. indeed they may have dimension strictly less than n, see the first two entries of 
Table 3. 
2.3. Subgroups of GL(n,q) associated with NLS,.(n,q)'s 
If  .~ is a NLS~(n,q) we denote by <~(5 P) the subgroup of GL(n,q) generated by 
the nonzero elements of  5 P, and note that .9 ~ is a normalized linear section of  the 
linear group ff(,9~). Since any mutant of a normalized linear section ,~ generates the 
same subgroup as Y :~(X-1 ,9  ~) = ~(.ff) = f#(,SrX i), for any X E J \{0} ,  take note 
that the subgroups ~(5'~),fq(Y ') generated by equivalent normalized sections ,'/.,~/" 
are necessarily conjugates of each other within GL(n,q). 
Denote by ~Y = J (5  ~) the family of left mutants of ,9 ~, and note that ,T (X- I , ' / )  = 
,~(,~) for each X E ,ff\{0}. We associate with such a family the subgroup ~( -T )  of 
GL(n,q) defined by 
~#( ,7) -  {H EGL(n,q): HSfH I C ,~ for each /¢~,Y} .  (2.4) 
It is easy to see that an element H of GL(n, q) belongs to ,;~,f(Y) provided merely that 
H.CfH -I C/Y for one (any) choice of 5f ~ .~-. So we also write )¢( .N)  as Jf  (5/~). Let 
,~0(5/0 denote the set-stabilizer of  ~ under the action by conjugacy of  GL(n,q): 
. J{o ( J )=  {H EGL(n,q): HSfH  1 _:Sf}. (2.5) 
Thus ~'b(,~) is the normalizer in GL(n,q) of the subset f f \{0},  and each of thc 
groups JC0(/f), ,9 ~ E g ,  is a subgroup of ,~,(,~-). 
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3. Linear sections of GL(4, 2) 
3.1. Aspects o f  the isomorphism T :A8 ~ GL(4,2) 
We now confine ourselves to the case (n ,q )= (4,2). By Lemma 2.2 we need only 
those classes of  GL(4,2) which are fixed-point-free (f.p.f.) on PG(3,2). First of  all we 
have the Singer elements, of order 15. These fall into two classes cgl5 and 5¢(5, each of 
length 1344, with respective minimal polynomials t 4 + t + 1 and t 4 ÷ t 3 + 1. I rA  is in 
either class it permutes the 15 points of PG(3,2) in a single cycle. Consequently A 3 
permutes the 15 points in three cycles of length 5; such elements of order 5 form a 
class % of length 1344 with minimal polynomial t4 + t 3 + t 2 + t + 1. Also A 5 permutes 
the 15 points in five cycles of  length 3; such elements of  order 3 form a class ~3 of 
length 112 with minimal polynomial t2 +t+ 1. Finally there is a class ~6 of length 1680 
consisting of those elements of  order 6 which permute the 15 points in two cycles of  
length 6 and one of length 3, the minimal polynomial being t 4 ÷ t 2 + 1. So of relevance 
are the five classes listed in Table 1. 
As is very well known, GL(4, 2) is isomorphic to the alternating roup As, consisting 
of  the even permutations of  the symbols {1,2 . . . . .  8}. Table 2 lists the five classes of  
As which correspond to the GL(4, 2) classes of Table 1. 
Any isomorphism T :As ~ GL(4,2) necessarily maps ~5 onto %, ~3 onto (b¢3 and 
~6 onto cd6. In the following we choose to deal with an isomorphism with effect 
- - I  
T: ~15 ~--~ cKis, ~15 ~--~ g(5 (3.1) 
on the elements of order 15. Of course if 0 is the outer automorphism of A8 defined by 
a H pap -1 where p E $8\A8 is any odd permutation of 12345678, then T ~ = T o 0 :As ---+ 
Table 1 
The f.p.f classes of GL(4,2) 
Class Length Minimal polynomial Cycle type 
~3 112 t2+t+l  35 
~5 1344 t 4 + t 3 + t 2 + t + 1 53 
c66 1680 t 4 + t 2 + 1 623 
c6~5 1344 t 4 + t + 1 15 
~i~5 1344 t 4 + t 3 ÷ 1 15 
Table 2 
Corresponding classes of A8 
Class Length  Representative 
~ 112 (123) 
-~5 1344 (12345) 
~6 1680 (123)(45)(67) 
~5 1344 (123)(45678) 
~[5 1344 (132)(45678) 
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GL(4,2) will be an isomorphism with the opposite effect 
~ls ~+ Cr¢l s- (3.2) 
3.2. Maximal  NLS3(4,2) 's  lying inside A7 subgroups 
Let A7 be that (maximal) subgroup of As which fixes the symbol 8 and denote by 
,~-/~. its image in GL(4,2) under T. For ~E/2U/2 '  we set 
X,/(.f/)=~,,i,~ ), i , j~{1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7} .  (3.3 
So each X,/(cJ) lies in ~/7, and Xi i (~)=I  for each i. Moreover, by Eq. (1.10), 
X,/(L/)Xik (@) = X,~ (~)  (3.4) 
holds for all i,j, k E { 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. We also associate with each @ c /2  U/2' the 7 s. 7 
array 
X(~)  = (~i/(~))~./c { 1,2,3,4,5.6,7}, (3.5) 
whose 42 off-diagonal elements lie in ,~7 N ~,~. From the ith row, and the ith column, 
of this array, we form the 7-subsets of  End(4,2) 
P,.(~) = {X#(~): jC  {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}}, (3.6) 
P/(@) = {Xii(b-/): jE  {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}}, (3.7) 
which are the images under T of  the clusters Ili(5~),17~(~). 
Lemma 3.1. Given ~C~2 let ijk be an 3 of its triples and let 1c{1,2,3,4,5,6.7}', .  
{i , j ,k}. Then (with T in (3.3) having effect (3.1)) the Jollowing linear relations hold 
m End(4,2): 
Xa.~(~) + Xk/(.~) + I =0,  (3.8) 
X~(~) + Xt/(~) + X~k(cd) -- 0. (3.9)  
Proof. Let ijklmnrs denote an arbitrary even permutation of 12345678. Then Y-= 
T~!/~. )~/ ......... )E (61 ~ and Y- 1 = Tuki)~/.,,~,,m I E ~(5" Since, by Table 1, the minimal polynomial 
of Y I is t 4 + t -~ + 1, we have 
Ttik/id,,,,,,., ~+ TII ........ ) + I -- O. 
On multiplying this from the left by T~.,.,, h we obtain the first of the following two 
relations 
T~,.~/)~,,,~,,,.) + T~.,.,,,. 1+ T(.,.,,~) = O. 
T~(i~)I,,,,)t/,. ~ + T~,,.,,) + Tu.,, q = 0. (3.10) 
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with the second following from the first upon conjugating with T(jk)(mr). Since, see 
Tables 1 and 2, the minimal polynomial of T(.,.mr) is t 2 4- t + 1, addition of the last two 
relations yields 
r(i/k)(mn)(lr ) Av r(il~/)(lm)(nr)-~-I = O. (3.1 1 ) 
Since ijklmnr is an even permutation of 1234567, the design ~=~1 of Eq. (1.6) lies 
in 12 and for this design (3.11) yields (3.8). Finally on left-multiplying the relation 
(3.8) by Xtk(~) we obtain the relation (3.9). [~ 
Theorem 3.2. Put ~(~)=P/ (~)U{0} and ~/(~)=P i ' (~)U{0 }. Then for ~Ef2  
each 5~i(~) is a NLS3(4,2) which lies inside the subgroup ~47, and, for S E 0 I, so 
is each 5~/(~I). Under the action by conjugacy of ~¢7 the 105 normalized linear 
sections 5~i(~), ~ E (2, i=  1 . . . . .  7, form a single conjugacy class 69, which is also 
an equivalence class. Equally well the class 69 consists of the 105 normalized linear 
sections ~/(~1), @I E (2 I, i= 1 . . . . .  7. The class 69 has a partition 
69= U Fleft(~), Fleft(~)={5~l(@) .. . . .  5r7(~)} (3.12) 
~EQ 
into 15 families Fleft(~), each comprising 7 left mutants, and also a partition 
69= U Fright(~'), Fright(~t)={~lt(~ / ) . . . . .  ~7r(S)} (3.13) 
c~, El2, 
into 15 families Fright(O~@/), each comprising 7 right mutants. 
For any section ~ E 0 the following group isomorphisms hold: 
(~(~9°) --~ A7, Jt~(5~) ~ GL(3, 2), )ff0(5~) ~ $4. (3.14) 
Proof. By the relations (3.8), (3.9), each P,.(~) is a PG(2,2), and so each 5~i(~) is 
a NLS3(4,2). The other assertions now follow, using the isomorphism T, from the 
previous results for clusters in A7. Recall in particular Eq. (1.19), which yields the fact 
that 
5~,.(~) = ~1(@i), (3.15) 
and the results summarized in Theorem 1.5. Concerning the subgroup assertions (3.14), 
elements H of Jt~(SP), 5"= ~(~) ,  necessarily lie in d7 since Aut~ lies inside A7, 
and so (3.14) follows from (1.28). [] 
Remark 2. If ~E I2  it is important o note that 5~i ' (~)=P/(~)U{0 } is not a 
NLS3(4,2); for by (3.8) the elements Xki(~), l  of P / (~)  sum to Xk/(~) which lies in 
~/(~)  and not in Pil(@). Indeed the 7 elements of P,/(~), ~ E f2, are linearly indepen- 
dent. (Moreover it is straightforward to check that the only 3-term linear dependencies 
amongst he 43 distinct elements of the array (3.5) are those of the kind (3.8), (3.9), 
involving 3 elements of a single row of the array X.) However if we had chosen to 
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use an isomorphism T' with effect (3.2), rather than (3.1), then the 5~'(@), ~ Q, 
and not the ~(~) ,  ~ c Q, would have been the NLS3(4,2)'s. 
Remark 3. Viewing each element X,/ of X as a 4 × 4 matrix over GF(2), then X 
becomes a 28 x 28 matrix over GF(2) which, by Eq. (3.4), is a projection: X 2 --: X. 
If in Definition (3.3) of X, 7 we had instead used a representation T:A7 ---, GL(N, h),  
then we could interpret X as a 7N × 7N matrix over GF(~)  which would satisfy, by 
Eq. (3.4), X 2 = 7X. In which case, for char(A)7 ~ 7, ~XI would be a projection. 
Let A7(s) be the subgroup of As which fixes the symbol s, and let ,~t7(s)C GL(4,2) 
denote its image under 7". Our foregoing considerations, ee Theorem 3.2, dealt with 
the case s=8,  but apply equally to any s= 1 . . . . .  8. The 2-(7,3,1) designs based on 
seven out of the eight points {1,2 . . . . .  8} form two As orbits, say A,A', each of 
length 8 × 15= 120, with A= U s Q(s) and A t U s ~2~(s), where /2(8) (2 and 
s '= I .~ == 1 
~2'(8) -  f2', and where ~2(s), f2'(s) are the two AT(S) orbits of 2-(7,3,1) designs based 
on {1,2 . . . . .  8}\{s}. It quickly follows that, under the isomorphism T, each of the 
120 designs .~ E A gives rise to seven NLS3(4,2)'s 5//(;_/), i = 1 . . . . .  7; moreover the 
120 × 7 = 840 3-dimensional normalized sections of GL(4,2) obtained thereby form a 
single conjugacy class, say ./¢/3, which is also an equivalence class. (The same class 
of 840 NLS3(4,2)'s equally arises from the .~i'(~'), ~-~' C A', i = 1 . . . . .  7. Also, if wc 
had chosen to use T' rather than K then the members of ,//3 would instead have been 
the ,~(Y) ,  ;i' ~ A', or equally the ,9"~'(2), @ E A.) 
Concerning the question of whether a linear section 5/' E ,//3 can be extended to a 
4-dimensional one, not only is 5f maximal within the subgroup ,~7 = ~(5/') of  GL(4, 2 ), 
it is in fact maximal within GL(4,2). We refer to [1] for this fact, which was checked 
using the computer algebra system MAGMA. Granted this, we have the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. The 840 elements of 
,.//~ = { J / (~) :  ~ • ~t, i = 1 . . . . .  7}  
jorm a single conjuga O, class, and equivalence class, qfl maximal NLS3(4,2)'s. with 
105 h'in9 in each off the 8 subgroups of GL(4,2) isomorphic to AT. For any section 
,cf E #3 the jollowin9 group isomorphisms hold. 
]'he class ,//3 of  the previous theorem is one of five equivalence classes of maximal 
linear sections of  GL(4,2). For the sake of completeness, in the following appendix 
we summarize the results derived in [1,2] concerning the classification of  all maximal 
NLS, (4, 2)'s. 
Caution. For .• C .~#3, the left mutant X - 1 ~, is distinct from the left mutant Y ~.~/ 
if X ¢ Y; also each left mutant X 1~ is conjugate to .9 ~. This behaviour by no means 
holds in general. For example, every mutant of o9 ° C, ~/~4, see Table 3, coincides with .~/'. 
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Table 3 
Equivalence classes of maximal NLS,.(4, 2)'s 
Class ~ W Order patterns Jr'i) 
~[e'3 A7 GL(3,2) 66 $4 
o~[/~ GL(4,2) Z7 52(15) 4 {I} 
~'//4 Z15 ZI5 ><IZ4 3254(15) 8 ZI5 ><IZ4 
~//4 ~ t GL(2,4) $3 × $3 345462(15) 4 $3 × Z2 
3266(15) 6 Z~ x $3 
og~' GL(4, 2) (Z3) 2 >~Z2 3266(15) 6 $3 
5466(15) 4 Z2 
6s(15) 6 $3 
and the family of left mutants of 5 p E J/~ has 5, not 15, members; also the equivalence 
class JA~] ~ comprises three conjugacy classes. 
Appendix. Classification of maximal linear sections of GL(4, 2) 
Theorem 3.4. There are just two equivalence classes of 3-dimensional maximal nor- 
malized linear sections of GL(4,2), say J//3 and ~,  and three equivalence classes 
of 4-dimensional sections, say Jg4, J//'4 and ~/Ai'4'. Information concerning these equiv- 
alence classes is displayed in Table 3 above. In the table the second column indicates 
the structure of the group f#(SP) generated by a(ny) representative 5 P of a class, 
and the third column indicates, for ~ ~ 5 p, the structure of the group J{(~,~), see 
Eq. (2.4). The fourth column lists the associated order patterns of the elements 
(SO, I) of a section, one pattern for each conjugacy type of section, and the final 
column indicates the structure of the group ~b(SP), see Eq. (2.5),for these conjugacy 
types. 
In addition to the classes .~3,~'~ of maximal NLS3(4,2)'s, there are five further 
equivalence classes Jff3, ~4~', ~4~", ~4/~ ''', Jl/i iv o f  non-maximal NLS3(4, 2)'s, and informa- 
tion concerning these is given in [1,2]. In particular each equivalence class turns out 
to consist of three conjugacy classes. 
Remark 4. Within an equivalence class it turns out that, for GL(4, 2), the order pattern 
suffices to distinguish the conjugacy classes. However linear sections with the same 
order pattern may be non-conjugate. For example there are four distinct conjugacy 
classes of NLS3(4,2)'s which share the same order pattern 6 6. 
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